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Abstract. In thermal ablation, several techniques of treating infected cell in human tissue are being used by the physicians. 
Transferring heat to the infected cell is one of them. The purpose of this research is to investigate the tissue-temperature 
controlled system in thermal ablation and compare with two different point heating processes, namely constant and step heating. 
For this purpose, the finite element model of Penne’s bio-heat equation has been developed to measure the temperature within 
the two-dimensional tissue model embedded with a small tumor. The tissue temperature-controlled heating was designed to 
restrict the healthy tissue temperature below the damage threshold temperature. Using the temperature profile, tissue damage 
index was measured with the help of Arrhenius rate equation. The results show that the tissue temperature-controlled system 
reduces the temperature of healthy tissue nearby the infected cell to 40% compare to constant and step point heating. This 
system keeps the healthy tissue within the threshold value (43oC) up to 1000s when it is 100s for other two techniques. After 200s, 
healthy tissue nearby the infected cell start to damage for constant and step point heating. But temperature-controlled system 
always keep the healthy tissue safe. The results of this research conclude the temperature-controlled system a better heating 
technique to remove the infected cell. The information published in this paper will be helpful for the physicians and bio-medical 
engineers to treat the infected cell or to design medical equipment. 

Keywords: Bio-heat Transfer, Finite Element Method, Tumor Ablation, Temperature –Controlled Heating, Step Heating. 

1. Introduction 

Physicians and bio medical engineers need to damage the infected cell of human tissue during different cancerous treatment. 
Generating high thermal energy within the infected cell is one of the way to damage them. Hyperthermia [1, 2] is a low 
temperature (42-450C)-high exposure time based treatment when thermal ablation is a high temperature (above 600C)-low 
exposure time based treatment. The later one is a technique to treat the tumor or any infected cell within human tissue by 
increasing the temperature in that cell above 600C [3, 4]. For this purpose, a high thermal energy needs to be generated within the 
infected region. The temperature of that region is thus raised to its damage range. Radiofrequency ablation (RFA), microwave 
ablation (MWA) [5, 6], high frequency based ultrasound [7] and laser ablation are commonly used as thermal ablation technique.  
Point heating, spatial heating or step heating are usually used to generate thermal energy at a desired level in those techniques.  
In the point heating process, the total thermal energy is deposited at the tumor site with the help of a heating probe or similar 
device. The target region is then heated to more than 600C within short times through heat conduction. Numerical study has 
found an inverse relationship between elevated temperature and exposure duration. For the same amount of tissue necrosis, high 
temperature needs low exposure time. On the contrary, low temperature needs high exposure time.  Researchers have found that 
about 30 to 60 minutes needs to damage the infected cell at the temperature of around 420C-450 C.  At temperature of above 60°C, 
the time that is required to achieve irreversible damage decreases exponentially [8]. The direct point heating cannot control the 
temperature of healthy tissue thus causes a risk of damaging healthy tissue nearby the infected cell. To overcome this adverse 
situation, some researchers used step heating technique [3], temperature-controlled technique [10-11] and spatial heating [9, 12, 
13]. In step heating, for a recurring time interval, thermal energy is generated to the infected cell. The infected region is heated 
and then cooled again for a certain time. Another technique, tip temperature-controlled, predefines the maximum temperature of 
tip and beyond which, system stops to generate thermal energy. Most of the researchers, performed the experimental work and 
manually controlled the temperature of the applicators temperature using trial and error method. Though it is the more efficient 
approach, but it has some limitation as it only controls the temperature of the probe tip ignoring the temperature of the healthy 
tissue. Whatever techniques are used; precise acknowledgement of thermal history is utmost necessary for effective treatment. 
Many clinical experiments were performed for this purpose. Though experimental studies can provide more accurate result than 
numerical, but it requires suitable equipment and proper experimental setup.  However numerical modelling can be an 
appropriate method towards that direction. Due to advances in computational technology, mathematical models has been 
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gaining importance in the bio-heat transfer area. Moreover, due to non- invasive in nature and low cost, mathematical modelling 
again has gained more acceptance to researchers and scientists. In medical applications, the heat transfer phenomena in 
biological tissue not only need the experimental data but also basic mechanics of heat transport and mathematical modeling. For 
numerical study of thermal ablation technique, Penne’s bio-heat transfer equation [14] is commonly used. Detail model building 
based on Penne’s is shown by Jordan Hristov [15]. Mukaddes et al. [16] used this equation to study the skin burn using three 
dimensional model when Sannyal et al. [17] solved this equation using finite element method to investigate the tissue 
temperature under different heating conditions.  

In this paper, a tissue temperature-controlled system has been proposed and compared with the methods available in the 
literature, namely with point heating and step heating. The tip temperature-controlled [18] system controls the tip temperature 
when the tissue temperature-controlled system controls the maximum temperature of the healthy tissue. Thereby, it ensures to 
keep the temperature of healthy tissue within the tolerable range [19] and treat the tumor cell without affecting the healthy 
tissue. The deposited thermal energy is controlled using the proportional-integral (PI) technique [19]. In the tissue temperature-
controlled system, the applied external heating power will be automatically adjusted from the feedback of the healthy tissue’s 
temperature. To examine the effectiveness of this technique, a two-dimensional finite element model for the human tissue 
(30mm x 30mm) with tumor in its center has been developed. To estimate the temperature profile, Penne’s bio-heat equation was 
solved using finite element method. The analytical solution of one-dimensional [12, 15] and three-dimensional bio-heat equation 
[13] are available in the literature.  The results of this study were validated with analytical and numerical one. The Arrhenius 
Rate Equation was used to evaluate the tissue thermal damage. The comparison of tissue temperature-controlled ablation 
technique was made perspective of temperature profile and tissue damage index. In both cases, the tissue temperature controlled 
technique performs better compare to the point and step heating. 

2. Numerical Model 

2.1 Tissue model and governing equation 

A two dimensional tissue model of 30 mm X 30 mm including a circular tumor of 3.5 mm radius inside it was considered for 
the analysis. As shown in Fig. 1, x = 0 and x = 30 mm indicate the skin surface and body core respectively.    

To estimate the temperature distribution inside the tissue model Pennes Bio-heat equation [20] expressed in Eq. (1) was used, 

( )2T a m rb b b

T
k c T T Q Q c

t
ω ρ ρ

∂
∇ + − + + =

∂
 (1) 

Here b, cb denote the density and specific heat of blood. While , c is the density and specific heat of tissue, ωb is the blood 
perfusion, Ta the known arterial temperature, T is unknown tissue temperature, Qm is the metabolic heat generation, and Qr the 
heat source due to spatial heating with respect to time t. To protect the skin surface cells, cold water was circulated over the skin 
surface. While the heat transfer coefficient of the cooling water is h0 and T0 is the temperature of cooling water. The body core 
temperature Tc is always constant. The boundary Г1 and Г1 were thermally insulated. Thus the boundary conditions used in this 
analysis, are shown in Eq. (2).  
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Here ηx and ηy are the unit normal vector along X and Y axis respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Human Tissue Model  
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In this mathematical model a number of assumption was made. The tissue was assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic in 
each domain. Though the tissue properties like blood perfusion, thermal conductivity are temperature dependent, those material 
properties are considered constant inside each domain. During the simulation, in some cases the tissue temperature was high 
enough for melting of tissue. Such phase change heat transfer in analyzed during tissue heating by Abraham [21] and during 
tissue freezing by Li [22]. In this research such phase change was ignore, however tissue damage due to burn is considered. The 
initial temperature was considered as constant throughout the problem domain.  

2.2 Constant Point Heating 

Point heating is used to generate high thermal energy to a certain point, particularly in the tumor region [12, 13, 17]. In the 
computational analysis, this heating process was performed using the term used in Eq. (3), 

( ) ( , )rQ P t x yδ=  (3) 

where P(t) is the heating power and  is the Dirac delta function which has a value 1, at the desired point (15, 15), and zero 
otherwise.  

2.3 Step Point Heating 

  The constant point heating might increase the temperature of the tumor tissue as well as healthy beyond it’s critical value. 
There is a risk of damaging healthy tissue for this case. To avoid this, some researchers used the step point heating process for 
thermal ablation. Step point heating generates the heat transfer in the tumor region for a certain time interval and then it stops. 
It follows the following equation.  

( )
2

2
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−

−
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2.4 Tissue Temperature-Controlled Point Heating 

In this heating procedure, using a feedback system, the heating power is controlled by the temperature of the healthy tissue. If 
the healthy tissue reaches the critical temperature (damage threshold), the heat is stopped to generate automatically. Thereby 
this process ensures the healthy tissue to be always below the critical temperature and reduces the risk of damage. The Probable 
Integral (PI) method [17] as shown in equation (5) was used  

( ) ( ) ( )  p set setltip tipP t K T T K T T dt= − + ∫ −  (5) 

Here, P(t) is the time dependent external heating power, which is adjusted over time. Tset is the predefined maximum temperature 
of healthy cells and Ttip is the maximum temperature of the healthy tissues at a certain time. Kp and Kl are constant which is 
considered as 0.17 and 0.0045 respectively [17]. 
 

2.5 Burn Quantification 

To predict the thermal burn, several models have been developed by the researchers in the literature. Henriques model is one 
of them. From his experiment it was found that skin damage can be represented as chemical rate process. He insisted that 
Arrhenius rate equation can be used for the rate of tissue damage [23]. The developed equation for burn quantification is known 
as Henriques burn integral which is expressed as 

0

Et
RTAe dt

t

α
∆
−∂

=
∂ ∫  (6) 

where  is the damage index, A is the pre-exponential factor, ∆E is the activation energy, R is the molar gas constant (8.3144621 
Jkg-1mole-1) and T is the skin temperature (K). In this study, we use the value of pre-exponential values and activation energy as 
∆E=6.03E5 J/mole and A = 3.1E98 s-1 [23]. Again, fraction of tissue damage is calculated using the following expression [24]. 

1d e αθ −= −  (7) 

2.6 Finite Element Discretization 

Eq. 1 can be rewritten in simplified form as 
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Here Cw = ωbρbcb and f = CTa+Qm+Qr 

The weak form of Eq. 8 was derived using the weighted residual method in the following form 
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Here W is the weighted function. And using the finite element approximation finally a linear equation was derived of the 
following form 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }F+ =C T K Tɺ . (10) 

Here C is the capacitance matrix, K is the conductivity matrix, T is the unknown temperature and others are known vectors. Later 
time discretization method was used to solve this equation 
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Table 1. Typical Tissue Properties and Control Parameters. 

Parameters Symbol Units 

Thermal conductivity k  0.5 W/(m.0c) 

Convection Coefficient 0
h  100 W/(m2.0c) 

Environmental 
Temperature 0

T  150C 

Temperature of the Artery a
T  370C 

Body core temperature c
T  370C 

Density of blood b
ρ  1000 kg/m3 

Density of tissue ρ  1000 kg/m3 

Specific heat of blood b
c  4200 J/(kg.0C) 

Specific heat of tissue c  4200 J/(kg.0C) 

Blood perfusion b 0.0005 m3/s/m3 

2.7 Time Discretization 

The popular Crank Nikolson method was used for time discretization of Eq. (10) as below 

( )n 1 n1 1
C K T C 1 K T

T T
Fϕ φ+     + = − − +    ∆ ∆ 

 (11) 

Here n 1 nT (T T t ) /+= − ∆ɺ  and ϕ is the weighting factor which is considered as 0.5 in this paper.                                                    

3. Numerical Results and Discussion 

Using the developed code, the governing equation is solved with the prescribed boundary conditions. Total heating time is 
1000s with a time step of 0.25s. For initial condition temperature of the domain is considered 370C. The typical tissue properties 
used in this study is given Table 1 [25]. 

It is well known that the blood perfusion and metabolism of human tissue are greatly influenced by the presence of tumor. 
Hence for accurate prediction of temperature distribution it is necessary to use distinct material properties in tumor and healthy 
tissue. In this study we considered different properties for tissue and tumor. The blood perfusion and metabolism for Ω1 and Ω2 is 
considered as following [26]. 
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As scientists and researchers suggest that biological tissue can undergo up to 430C without any damage, our maximum 
prescribed value is considered as 430C. And 370C is used as the minimum prescribed value. 

 

3.1 Comparison with Analytical and Numerical Model 

Before using the computer program for further investigation, it is necessary to verify with the analytical solution. For this 
purpose, we develop a test problem and compare the result with analytical and numerical result found in the literature.  

Boundary conditions for the test problem are as below 

0T 45 C = on Г1 0T 37 C= on Г4 and η ηx y 

T T
k 0

x y

∂ ∂
+ =
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on Г2 and Г3 (14) 

For steady state case the analytical result is derived from the following expression [26]: 
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where, ( )b b bCµ ω ρ=  ; Ts= Skin surface Temperature; L= Problem length along X- axis 

The analytical result for the steady-state problem was calculated from Eq. (12), where domain length is 30 mm along x-axis 
and 30 mm along y-axis. Typical tissue properties used in this section are summarized in Table 1. In this case, heat production due 
to metabolism is ignored hence Qm is considered as 0 W/m3 and b=0.0005 m3/s/m3 

The steady state temperature in comparison with other analytical results is shown in Fig. 2. In addition to investigate the 
convergence performance of the solution, the comparison was performed for different mesh size of total number of elements. 
The right figure shows the mean absolute error for different element size, and it was found that the mean average error reduced 
significantly with the rise of total number of nodes. And the numerical results make a good agreement with the analytical one 
when the total number of nodes are 4900. That’s why we used 4900 nodes for the further analysis. The transient solution at 
different distance from the skin surface with analytical and numerical results is shown in Table 2 while Y = 0 mm. It is apparent 
from this table that our result makes a better agreement with the analytical solution compare to RBF-MFS and Trefftz-FEM 
solution.  
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Table 2. FEM results of this study with other analytical and numerical solutions 

Distance (mm) FEM (This Study) Analytical [24] RBF-MFS [24] Trefftz-FEM [24] 

0 45 45 45 45 

7.5 41.73 40.49 41.82 42.74 

15 39.63 38.49 39.73 40.83 

22.5 38.17 37.55 38.26 39.18 

30 37 37 37 37 

 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

   In this section, the temperature distribution and burn index due three different heating process has been discussed. The power 

of constant point heating is considered as ( ) 22500P t Wm−= . For step point heating and tissue temperature controlled heating, the 

following parameters are used.  

Step point heating: ( )
2

2

2500     for   300   and  500 800  

0     for otherwise

Wm t s s t s
P t

Wm

−

−

 < < <= 
       (16) 

Tissue Temperature-Controlled: ( ) ( ) ( )  p set setltip tipP t K T T K T T dt= − + ∫ −  (17) 

3.2.1 Temperature Profile 

Temperature profile for three different heating styles is shown in Fig. 3 (a-c) at 800s. Those three figures show a minimum 
temperature of almost 350C is at the skin surface and while at the body core temperature is almost 370C. Low temperature at the 
skin surface is as a result of cooling water. The computational results are showing that the minimum temperature exists on the 
skin surface and the maximum in the tumor region. The results shown in Fig. 3(a-b) depicts that, the temperature in the healthy 
tissue near the tumor region is about from 600C to 700C which is beyond burn threshold temperature 430C. Again Fig. 3(c) and 
numerical results depicts that the temperature of the healthy tissue even nearby tumor region, is always below the 450C. 

Fig. 4 shows the maximum and minimum temperature for tumor and healthy tissue region at different time for three 
different heating processes. For constant point heating, temperature of both regions increases over time. For step heating, heating 
and cooling stages have been shown. In both heating process, same temperature pattern is shown in both tumor and healthy 
region. But for the temperature-controlled system, the temperature pattern within healthy tissue nearby the tumor region is 
drastically decreased.  

 
 

Fig. 2. Code Verification (Left: Comparison with analytical solution, Right: Mesh convergency) 
 
 

 

(a)                                                                 (b) 

 
Fig. 3. Temperature Distribution in tissue subject to (a) Constant Heating (800s); (b) Step Heating (800s); (c) Control Heating (800s) 
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           (c) 

Fig. 3. Temperature Distribution in tissue subject to (a) Constant Heating (800s); (b) Step Heating (800s); (c) Control Heating (800s) 

 

   (a)                                            (b) 

Fig. 4. Maximum and Minimum Temperature of (a) Tumor tissue and (b) Healthy Tissue 

3.2.2 Isotherm Temperature Profile 

Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the isotherm for 420C and 450C for constant, step and control heating respectively. As irreversible 
damage does not start unless the temperature of the tissue crosses the threshold value so this isotherm, hence these figures will 
give a clear picture of the progression of damage. The red circle distinct the tissue from the tumor region. For constant heating 
both 420C and 450C contour crosses the tumor region and progresses towards the healthy cells after 100s. Same result is showing 
for step heating at 100s and 200s. However, after heating 400s, 450C isotherm remains within the tumor region as a result of first 
cooling down stage in step heating, where’s for constant heating it still occupies a significant amount of healthy tissues. Situation 
becomes more severe for constant heating after 800s and 1000s. A significant portion of the healthy tissue is crossing the 
threshold value.  

In case of temperature-controlled heating 450C always reaming within the tumor cells. Though area of the 420C isotherm goes 
beyond the target cells the progression is not as significant as constant or step heating. However, a common scenario is visible in 
all the figures and that is both isotherm tends to progress towards the body core compare to the skin surface. This is the result of 
skin cooling; the circulated water always keeps the skin surface temperature much lower than other tissues. 

 

Fig. 5. Progression of 420C and 450C isotherm at different time for constant heating  
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Fig. 6. Progression of 420C and 450C isotherm at different time for Step heating  

 

Fig. 7. Progression of 420C and 450C isotherm at different time for Control Heating  

 

Fig. 8. Fraction of tissue damage for constant heating 
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Fig. 9. Fraction of tissue damage for step heating 

 

Fig. 10. Fraction of tissue damage for control heating 

3.2.3 Tissue Damage Index 

Fraction of tissue damage at different time for three different heating process is showing in Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The tumor 
region is highlighted using the circle within domain. In constant heating up to 100s all healthy cells remain safe. However, 
damage of the healthy cells starts afterward and at 800s and 1000s the situation becomes very severe. A greater portion of the 
healthy cells are damaged. 

Though step heating shows better result concerning to safety of the healthy cells compared to constant heating but in 200s 
few cells still damages and for 400s to 800s this amount increases and results in undesirable damage of the functional tissues. 
However, the most desirable result is showing in Fig 10. For control heating, much of the tissue damage confines to the tumor 
region. A minor damage is observed to the healthy tissues close to the tumor. This is not surprising as we considered 450C as 
minimum prescribed value which is a little bit higher than the damage threshold value. Prescribing 420C as lower temperature 
value instead of 450C may lead to a batter scenario considering the safety of the healthy cells but it would definitely result in 
lower damage of the tumor cells comparing to the current setup. Considering 450C as the lower prescribed value fasters the tissue 
necrosis at tumor region. The effect of surface cooling is clearly visible in constant and step hating after 600s, 800s and 1000s. All 
of those figures are showing nearly identical interest in affecting the cells towards the body core and reluctant to the skin surface 
tissues, which are maintained at lower temperature compare to other using circulation of the cooling water towards the skin 
surface. 

4. Conclusion 

The finite element model and solution system have been developed to solve the Penne’s bio-heat equation. Three heating 
process for thermal ablation were compared perspective of temperature distribution and damage index. In case of constant point 
and step point heating, the temperature of healthy tissue crosses the damage threshold value (430 C) at 100s and progresses. But 
tissue temperature-controlled system always keep the temperature of healthy tissue below the threshold value. Again damage of 
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healthy tissue nearby the tumor region started to damage after 200s for constant point and step heating. On the other hand, 
tissue temperature-controlled heating restricted the healthy tissue from damage even up to 1000s. The results indicate that, 
feedback system of tissue temperature can control the heat generation in the tumor region and thereby can save the healthy 
tissue nearby the infected cells. The information published in this paper will be helpful for the physicians and bio-medical 
engineer to treat the infected cell or to design medical equipment.  
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Nomenclature 

La 

Lb 

ωb 

ρb 

ρ 

cb 

c 

k 

Ta 
Tc 

Characteristic Problem Length along X-axis [mm] 
Characteristic Problem Length along Y-axis [mm] 
Blood Perfusion rate [m3/s/m3] 
Density of blood [kg/m3] 
Density of Tissue [kg/m3] 
Specific heat of blood [J/(kg.0C)] 
Specific heat of tissue [J/(kg.0C)] 
Thermal conductivity [W/(m.0C)] 
Temperature of the artery [0C] 
Body core temperature [0C] 

h0 
T0 
P(t) 
A 
∆E 
R 
Ω 
ϴd 

ηx 

ηy 

Ambient heat transfer coefficient [W/(m.0C)] 
Temperature of the ambient air [0C] 
External heating power [W/m2] 
Pre-exponential factor [s-1] 
Activation energy [Jmole-1]  
Molar gas constant [Jkg-1mole-1] 
Tissue damage Index 
Fraction of tissue damage 
Unit normal vector along X-axis 
Unit normal vector along Y-axis 
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